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5 - shake hands with 5 people
4 - touch all 4 walls
3 - take 3 giant steps in any direction
2 - walk completely around 2 tables
1 - find 1 person standing near you

What are
some
inclusive
practices
you have
already
adopted/
used/
embraced?
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In inclusive classrooms,
it is critical to consider both
“types” of adaptations:
entry points

stair steps

1. see inclusion as a process
• over, under, around or through
• find a way–or make a way

2. presume competence

Teachers can use these
lists as communication
tools or
educators/departments
can craft their own lists.

• expect more, get
more
• talk to those who get
results
• share stories of
competence
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• “They learned to calculate algebraic
expressions, step by step, following
the same path as their typical
classmates, but at a slower rate, with
some more steps and with individual
teaching.”
• “The girl was able to do some
mental arithmetic. Often she was
more consistent and careful than her
typical classmates.”
- Martinez, E. (2004). Teenagers with Down syndrome study algebra in high school.
Down Syndrome Information Network

Kurth & Mastergeorge (2010)
ACADEMIC AND COGNITIVE PROFILES OF STUDENTS WITH AUTISM:
IMPLICATIONS FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICE AND PLACEMENT
International Journal of Special Education, 25 (2)

• examined academic profiles of adolescents with autism
educated in two different settings: inclusive and selfcontained
• compared using three measures-- cognitive assessments,
adaptive behavior, and academic achievement
• found significant between group differences in academic
achievement measures
• Students included in general education obtained
significantly higher scores on tests of
achievement, including subtests measuring
abstract and inferential skills

Two years later…
Math Achievement of River View Students
(Theoharis & Theoharis, 2010)
Percent Scoring at or Above Grade Level
Students' Current Grade Level

Before inclusive reform

Two years after reform

All 5th graders

55

66

5th graders with disabilities

18

43

All 6th graders

54

72

6th graders with disabilities

18

53

All 7th graders

56

78

7th graders with disabilities

29

70

All 8th graders

48

62

8th graders with disabilities

8

40

Note. These data follow the same student cohorts over three years. Data listed in the "Before inclusive reform" column reflect each student
cohort's scores two years before its current grade level (for example, data from 3rd grade for students listed as currently in 5th grade). River
View also made gains at each grade level from year to year (for example, comparing one 5th grade class to the next 5th grade class).

3. collaborate
• co-teaching & co-planning can occur even if you
do not have the time & resources for full-time
support
• role-sharing is key--every teacher is responsible for
every student

“In my school, you can’t tell which
students have disabilities and which
ones don’t!”
Is this a goal we should target?
Is there a better one?
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with peers too…
• support students
to support each
other
• encourage
reciprocity
• create structures
and activities
that bring
learners together

4. create community
• teachers set the
tone for the
classroom
• needs to happen all
year long…not just
in the first weeks
• build community
through activities,
literature and
conversations with
learners
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community-building ideas
Kluth, P. (2010). Love This Kid. Baltimore,
MD: Paul Brookes.

• explicit conversations (fair vs.
equal, how we talk to each other)
• games/activities
• “sophisticated” show & tell
• literature
• celebration (new & good)
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Emily-Baird-8214
Emily Baird: Teacher Pay Teachers

5. differentiate products
6. differentiate process
7. differentiate content
• consider not only
strategies used within a
lesson, but those used
across the day, week &
month
• keep adding ideas

Differentiation in a middle
school science classroom:
Gage
(from Kluth, P. [2012]. You’re going to love
this kid: Professional development
package. Paul H. Brookes)

• content [addressing the same concepts but
adjusting the degree of complexity based on the
student's needs]
• process [changing the “how” of learning]
• product [allowing students to show what they
know in different ways]
Tomlinson, C. & Imbeau, M. B. (2010). Leading and managing a
differentiated classroom. ASCD.

content

content

differentiation in middle school science

product

process
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planted questions
• add humor
• emphasize key points
• provide a role for students who
would not otherwise have a way
to participate (“plant” a
question on a student’s or
communication board)
• key questions can repeat; hit
those standards

tea party
Kathleen F. Jonson, 2006- 60 strategies for improving
reading comprehension in grades K-8. Corwin Press.

• Students receive a passage from a popular book. When they get it,
they read it and jot down a quick response (e.g., What does it mean?
Who might be speaking in the dialogue?) to it.
• When you give a cue, students stand up and find a partner. They
share their passage and listen as their partner shares his/her
passage. Then, they discuss their quotes.
• When they finish, instruct them to find new partners and repeat the
process.
• They should keep working in this way (sharing with several partners)
until you call them back to their desks.
Have students who will struggle with decoding? Have the passages color-coded so each
student can find other students with the same card and practice reading together before they
actually begin the sharing part of the activity.

let the dogs out (Kluth, 2015)

process

• Distribute 3-5 toys to students in the
classroom.
• Put some music on and instruct
students to toss the toys to classmates
while the song plays.
• When the music stops, the students
holding toys have to share an answer
to a question or prompt.
• Add one slightly different toy
(different color) to the mix. The student
who catches that one has a different
task (e.g., adding onto a comment already
shared vs. sharing a new comment).
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popcorn
Udvari-Solner & Kluth (2007). Joyful learning. Corwin Press.

• Get “knee to knee, face to face” with one person.
• One person is STATIONARY (or the kernel). The other person is
ACTIVE (or the popcorn).
• When the teacher gives the first prompt (e.g., Tell everything you
know about Egypt), the KERNEL students will answer and keep
talking until the teacher says “switch”. When the teacher says
“switch” the POPCORN students begin talking, answering the
same question until the teacher says “POPCORN”.
• When the teacher says “POPCORN” the POPCORN students get
up and scramble to find an empty chair across from another
KERNEL.
• The process begins again. When the teacher gives the next
prompt, the KERNEL students answer first (again). The KERNEL
students will always answer first.
• It is very important to reinforce that students who are listening
should NOT TALK- they should be silent while their partner
shares.
• Keep switching partners every time you ask a new question.

product/learning artifacts

.
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Have students who struggle with
drawing and writing?
Check out Marvel’s website:
http://superherosquad.marvel.com/create_your_own_
comic

Figure 5.9. Mystery in the Night Woods – collaborative 4 Corners Comprehension

This content from this workshop
comes from these three
resources:
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